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mission statement
Berkwood Hedge School provides a hands-on developmental curriculum that promotes deep and intuitive learning. Students achieve
academic excellence by becoming critical thinkers and creative problem solvers. Our teachers meet the needs of every child, inspiring
a joy of learning, academic success, intellectual excitement, emotional well-being, and creativity. Students leave Berkwood Hedge
School prepared for success in middle school and beyond.
Our small cooperative community of students, families, and educators shares a commitment to preserving the environment and
promoting social justice within both the school culture and the larger community. We are committed to strengthening diversity of all
types, including cultural, ethnic, racial, learning style, economic, gender, and family structure.
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A
Love Letter
BY LOVE WEINSTOCK
BERKWOOD HEDGE SCHOOL is a special
learning community. Our dynamic, innovative
curriculum, skillfully implemented by our talented
and passionate teachers, cultivates creativity and
intellectual curiosity; it encourages our students to
act compassionately, live courageously, and learn
with enthusiasm and joy. When you spend time
on our campus and in our classrooms you notice
the thoughtful instruction and the enthusiastic and
purposeful learning.
At the core of our excellent program is an inquiry
based approach to teaching and learning that
inspires us to hold ourselves in a constant state of
questioning––real life sets the context of our
personalized, project-based, collaborative
curriculum. When you visit our classrooms you
see students and teachers inquiring towards
increased student engagement, critical thinking,
creative and courageous discourse, and asking
questions.
At Berkwood Hedge, we recognize that not all
questions are created equally. The best questions
are open-ended and do not have a single answer,
nor do they have a single, final, correct answer.
Effective inquiry is thought-provoking and
intellectually engaging, and often sparks deep

students toward relevant, transferable ideas which
transcend academic disciplines. Inquiry requires
additional questions and encourages deeper
understanding; it calls for the learner to go beyond
providing an answer––Inquiry begs to be
supported, justified, and revisited again and
again––A good question is almost never fully
answered, it is
m e r e l y
investigated,
explored, like
peeling back
the skin of an
onion only to
find another
“[Our students] act
compassionately,
live courageously,
and learn with
enthusiasm and
joy...”
layer.
Our inquiry-based curriculum empowers our
students to take responsibility and to become
more autonomous learners, relying less on the
teacher for answers and more on themselves and
each other. One element of inquiry-based learning
at Berkwood Hedge is student collaboration,
which includes increasingly complex discourse
and investigation of the sources of one’s own and
others’ perceptions. We encourage and celebrate
our students’ respectful questioning of teacher
presented content.

At Berkwood Hedge learning happens through
inquiry that encourages us to go deeper into our
own process of understanding and to ask more
questions––It is a process that allows us to be
comfortable, even inspired by, not knowing––It is
discussion and debate; it engages higher-order a step away from “yes” and “no,” and a step
thinking – analysis, inference, evaluation, toward “WHY.”
assessment and prediction –– often guiding
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SPIRIT

INQUIRING

HANAN MASRI
Inquiry is a spark of wonder; questions that emerge as a
classroom develops new understandings of and
connections with one another and our environment. In the
course of our days together, the Spirits seem very much
attuned to this deeply human need to pursue our
curiosities.
We are gathered in a circle, a ritual that many of them know
is about sharing, centering, and creating community. It is
early afternoon and we are about to a story. As I crack
open the first page, an excited voice calls out, “Look!” On
the carpet before us is a perfectly rectangular shape of
light. It holds their attention for a bit and many reach out to
touch it. Then the questions,
“Where is it coming from?”
“I saw it yesterday!”
“Maybe it’s a ghost!”
“No, it’s the sun!”
They are all clamoring to join in on this conversation.
Rapunzel will have to wait.

We spent a few days continuing to monitor this wonder.
Some were very interested in the shapes it would take on
throughout the day. Others were amazed to see it “walking”
on our carpet hour by hour. Several took on the thrill and
responsibility of taping it and marking the times.

Over the course of a few days, we tracked this light. We
marked it off with red tape whenever we noticed it. We
placed post its in the middle marking the time. The next day
brought more questions and noticings:
“Last time I saw it, it was closer to Juliet.”
“I didn’t see it when we did Writer’s Workshop (usually first
thing in the morning).”
“I wonder if it moves closer to Juliet or Henry T later.”
“Look, yesterday at 2 it was a square.”

I loved listening to them build on each other’s schema and
savored the “each one, teach one” spirit in the room. No
one looked to me for the “final word” or argued the
existence of ghosts or sun gods. At those moments, the
Spirits were filled with spark of what makes life so electric
and alive.

WOOD

MARTI MOGENSON
Inquiry is a key component of learning particularly in a constructivist and developmentally-based classroom. It is the art of
questioning---and responding and integrating curiosity, experiences and information. Basically, inquiry links the learner to
thinking. It is beyond “right answers” and develops how one approaches learning--often building life-long thinking and
reasoning skills.
With that, I see the teacher as the facilitator--assessing, encouraging, guiding, and…yes!...questioning! In my early years of
teaching, I remember reading that children were not cars coming down the assembly line, so a new part could be added,
but open, capable, curious and ever-changing creatures. It was from the era that opened up teaching & learning in many
ways--looking closely at how children think, observe, question, collaborate, take risks, trust.
And now, all these years later, I’m reading How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character (Paul
Tough) and Creating Innovators: The Making of Young People Who
Will Change the World (Tony Wagner)--both of whom speak to
inquiry, facilitation and trust.
In the first grade WOOD class, “we learn to do what we do, by doing
it” and inquiry is imbedded in that structure. We work together to
build community and trust--to have an environment that encourages
kids to “find their voice”, “explain their work” and “take risks.”
Strategies are taught and applied that give the kids independence
and responsibility in everything from choosing their reading material
to working out social situations. With the WOODworkers, we work to
increase flexibility and adaptability through many varied activities-which merges right into the cooperation and collaboration needed
for inquiry. I often hear kids say “I can work it out” or “I’m making
progress”--and, of course, “I have a question.”
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MINDS
EARTH
ELISA EDWARDS
Inquiry is an essential ingredient in my work as a teacher. It’s a means
of digging deep, of collaborating, of questioning and experimenting.
Wander into our classroom when we’re engaged in inquiry and it may
seem messy at first. Children are searching for their entry point and
beginning to form questions. Listen, and you might hear them
wondering aloud, new questions sprouting from old ones. Watch, and
you’ll see some begin by using trial and error -- in time, seeing the
benefits of organizing and keeping track. Others will try one way of
structuring their thinking, then get inspired by another’s idea and
switch gears. If you’re lucky, you’ll witness both failures and
breakthroughs. You’ll hear excited discussion and recording of ideas.
You might hear me say, “That’s an interesting pattern! Will that always
work?” When the moment is right, you’ll see us circle up, check in and
then head back to work with renewed inspiration and purpose. Soon,
you’ll see children begin thinking about how to present their work –
what’s most interesting and important here and how can we make it
clear for others. Stay, and you’ll see children commenting on and
questioning the work of their peers, respectful disagreement, growing
understanding, and new connections.

AIR
SEEMA PATEL
Inquiry is a way of life. I live my life constantly asking questions about our world. It allows me to remain engaged, active,
and motivated. Inquiry allows me to dig under the surface to see what really is happening and why. This philosophy is my
foundation and I bring it into the classroom. My students understand that they have the right to question, think, and
examine.
Inquiry in the Air class creates a more authentic learning
space that’s relevant to the students. There is a higher
level of thinking, analysis, and collaboration required in
this pedagogy.
It is used as a teaching tool at the start of a new unit,
during a unit, and at the end. It helps me see what the
students already know, what their experiences are, and
what they may want to examine further. This method of
teaching also invites the students to lead lessons and
units of study with questions they bring.
What does this look like? The Air class is constantly
buzzing in small groups, large groups, whole class
brainstorms on chart paper, creating graphs in their
notebooks, small group projects, individual research
projects, kids researching on the computers or in books,
and giving teach-ins during community meeting so we
can share our new knowledge with others.
This picture shows an inquiry brainstorm that the class
generated at the beginning of the Local Food Unit. After
the class brainstorm, small groups were given a
question, which they answered from their own
experience and knowledge. The groups carouseled
around the room reading what other groups wrote,
agreeing with it, disagreeing, or adding new info.
Eventually, they returned to their original question and
read through the list. We then used this list throughout
the unit.
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INQUIRING MINDS

WATER
ERICA RYAN
What does inquiry look like in the Water
class? Inquiry is a big idea, an abstract
concept, but one that can be captured
in small, concrete moments that show
children engaged in the experience of
learning: listening to a memoir read
aloud and then discussing what makes
it a memoir; considering the meaning of
words and making connections to
determine the meaning of Greek and
Latin roots; constructing an open circuit
and exploring the classroom looking for
conductors; and noticing the text
structure of a feature article and
envisioning how it might be applied to
one’s own writing topic. Teaching and
learning through inquiry is active. It
usually begins with the question, “What
do you notice?” As a teacher, my role is
to provide the students with materials
that inspire wonder, to pose openended questions that encourage an
exploration of ideas, and to be attentive

For example, during the I-Search
process, students formulate essential
questions about a topic of personal
interest that will inform their search for
relevant information. Using an
established framework for the project,
they discover information that
strengthens and expands their
knowledge of and interest in these
chosen topics. Throughout the process,
FIRE
they continue to refine and narrow their
MARIANNE BURKHEAD
questions in order to focus more clearly
5th graders engage in inquiry based
on these topics. The content of the
learning on a regular basis. Beginning
paper is really a means to an end: that
with bringing prior knowledge and
end being nurturing curiosity and the
background to topics, students find
ability to become life-long learners. This
ways to connect and assign meaning to year, chosen topics include the
reading and writing on a daily basis. This importance and process of sleep, early
is particularly true as they engage in the computers, the USS Hornet, the
process of gathering information for
Cottingley fairies, medieval weaponry
research for social studies, the science
and warfare, telescopes, the lost
project, and the I-Search.
continent of Atlantis, the city of
Emeryville, Egyptian gods, yellow fever,
dragons, and dinosaurs.
to the ways that I am also learning
through the process. Here, in the Water
class, I like to think of inquiry as a boat,
curiosity filling its sails, giving it
momentum, driving it forward towards
greater discovery and deeper
understanding.
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IT ALL ADDS UP...
VERA BALARIN - MATH
Children are naturally curious about the
world around them and how it works.
My role as a teacher is to harness that
curiosity and turn it into inquiry. What
does inquiry look like in a math class? It
starts by choosing problems from
children’s everyday lives and crafting
them so they allow exploring new math
concepts and ideas. For example, the
fair-sharing of submarine sandwiches on
a school field trip provides the context
for exploring big ideas related to
fractions.
Our students often work with a partner
or in small groups where they can
explore problems, craft solutions
together, and share and improve each
other’s ideas. They ask questions,
investigate, hypothesize, propose proofs
and disagree with each other. Through
these exercises, the students learn to
precisely articulate their ideas, and to
rigorously analyze ideas of their own and
of their peers.
As a teacher I constantly ask questions
such as: “Does it make sense? Why?
Can you prove it? Show me.” My goal is
to get students thinking and working as
mathematicians, not just doing math
and memorizing procedures.
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Find what you are looking for?
Our Library...BY JULIA BOURLAND CHAMBERS
Our beloved Berkwood Hedge Library continues to
support the school’s innovative literacy curriculum in
delightful, exciting child-centered ways. Last fall, we
replaced an underused storage shelving system with
beautiful window seats cushioned with cozy throw
pillows to encourage students to take a moment out of
their busy days to cuddle up with a book.
To empower students to find the chapter books they love
to read, the Library Committee also undertook a massive
re-classification project in the fiction section and
“genrefied” the books. Now students who love to read
Science Fiction may go to that section to find Madeleine
L’Engle’s A Wrinkle in Time. They look for Harry Potter in
our new Fantasy section, and find all of Jack Gantos’s
Joey Pigza books in our Realistic Fiction section. Sports
novels, Humor books, Mysteries, Adventure novels, and
Animal-themed stories now all live in designated
sections, enabling students to browse the genres they
love while discovering new ones.

and fifth graders during an in class visit. In turn, students
shared their own writing practices with Rocklin during her
hour-long, interactive presentation.

Research and Writing Initiatives
In an effort to expose our students to primary resources
used in the research process, our fourth graders took a
walk over to The Bancroft Archive, located on the UCB
campus. There, librarians presented rare artifacts from
the Gold Rush era, including a journal kept by a family
who traveled to the Bay Area from Boston in 1849 looking
for riches. Students also saw an exact replica of the first
piece of gold discovered at Sutter’s Mill (the actual piece
is located in a vault at The Bancroft, but students were
awed to learn that the replica was made of chewing
gum!)

The Library Committee’s three year vision to develop a
world-class World Folktales Collection has been realized
this year. Thanks to dedicated grant money from the Alba
Witkin’s Foundation and a generous donation of 400
excellent picture book folktales, the Berkwood Hedge
Library now boasts close to 700 tales from around the
world, representing stories from all continents (minus
Antarctica) and the cultural heritages of our multi-cultural
community. Supporting curriculum while promoting a
love of reading, these tales offer students a fantastical
entry point into the values, histories, and senses of
humor from around the globe, expanding their worldview
and their own awareness of books’ transportive qualities.

Literary Events Abound

To support the school’s annual celebration of Poetry
Month, the Library Committee worked with students in all
grades to develop two Community Poems. Two poetry
workshops in the Wood and Air classrooms culminated in
the first lines of two separate poems – one celebrating
the whimsy of summer, the other celebrating our love for
grandparents and friends. Over the course of two weeks,
students from all grades contributed to each
collaboration, spawning a spirited exploration of words,
rhythm, and imagery.

School-wide literary traditions at Berkwood Hedge
continue to expand students’ access to the multi-faceted
world of literature. This year’s annual Book Swap, in
which students bring books from home to exchange with
schoolmates for a stack of new reads, had students
talking up book authors, selling plotlines, and weighing
the worth of a gently used Diary of a Wimpy Kid for an indemand Ivy + Bean. On the tail of Book Swap, students
spent a day of reading at our annual Read-a-Thon. Some
In addition, Berkwood Hedge is proud to report that 16 of
arrived in PJs, others with sleeping bags and stuffed
our students were selected for inclusion in the 2013
animals. All came with the lusty intention of lounging the
Young American Poetry Digest, a publication sponsored
day away with books.
by the National Schools Project. Congratulations to
Book This Evening, our annual author event, welcomed fourth graders Sydney Zhang, Ershai Matambanadzo,
local book author and publisher Oliver Chin to our Emma Lynch, Eva Langenthal, Owen Husband-Meyer,
community on an evening in January, complete with a Max Hilton, Simone Griffin, Isaac Abraham, Ava von
multi-media presentation, book signing, and sweet and Behren, Petra Biddle-Gottesman; and to fifth graders
savory snacks. Last year’s award-winning local children’s Emma Shamir, Fiona McDonald, Flynn Mager, Luis Fraser,
book author, Joanne Rocklin, also visited Berkwood Isabella Ferber, and Zach Entenman.
Hedge, sharing her book writing process with our fourth
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the community poem...
...a lovely Berkwood Hedge tradition
where each child is invited to contribute a word, a line, an image, a thought...

Drinking Lemonade and Soy Sauce
When I Feel Your Hug
When I feel your hug, I feel joy and love,
Like riding the sun to tomorrow with you.
When I feel your hug, I'm warm like a blanket inside my
heart
I could fall asleep in your arms.
When I feel your hug, I don't want it to end!
Feels like sweet roses; no place I'd rather be.
When I feel your hug, I'm sitting on a cloud
Forever in your arms, the love feels so strong.
When I feel your hug, I ride the sun back to earth
Into your arms, forever more.

Drinking lemonade and soy sauce
In the lake on a hot and sunny day
A salty-sweet-sour taste
Smiles on everybody's face.
Colorful gardens -- a day for play
With inari and a sandwich.
Happy birds sing a song of joy and a lullaby to the trees,
Singing them to sleep for the hot summer nights to come.
Summer is sweet as a chirping bird -- I like the summer
breeze!
Magic floating in the air
Titanic dishes all down your back.
I sip another drip of my lemonade
And when I go to sleep I can dream
Of lobsters eating sandwiches.
When I wake there is still a dazzling summer breeze
Blowing dandelions on the beach
Into the sweet summer waves.
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TELLING TALES 7

FEATURED TELLERS
Yvette Brandy
Michael Katz
Megumi
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“Sharing our stories helps us to transcend our differences and to celebrate our
interconnectedness––there is nothing better than a good story.”

Dive-Jumping with Dad
by Gabriel, age 10

I get on my dad’s shoulder-strong,
freckly back.
He dive-jumps forward at first,
but then,
he dives backwards
onto his back
dunking me
with no warning!
I am pinned under
the shoulder-strong back
of my awesome, awesome dad.
Oh, no!
I can’t breathe!
My dad comes up with me
still hanging on his back,
cough-spluttering.

Glossophobia
TELLING TALES
B y To m M e y e r ( H e n r y,
WOOD; Owen, WATER)
The fear of public speaking,
ranks number four on the top
ten list of phobias in Americabut not at Berkwood Hedge!
Throughout the year, our
curriculum supports learners in
the art of public speaking and,
perhaps most dramatically,
during the Telling Tales Festival,
a day of celebrating the oral
tradition of storytelling. One of
my favorite aspects of the
festival is the Open Mic, a
chance for students and others
to demonstrate their storytelling
skills to a live audience. Over

the past several seasons, we've
enjoyed tales of pirates and
flying potatoes, tea-drinking
monkeys and floating ghosts.
We've had solo performers and
groups, with an age range from
three to eighty-three. This is one
small, but significant, example
of the myriad opportunities
children have to explore what it
means to have a voice and to
use it in the safe circle of
community. As a Berkwood
Hedge dad and co-facilitator of
the Open Mic, I have been
moved to tears by the simple
power of giving children a
chance to be heard.

Good Times with Bubbe

My Sister, Giant Rosa

One really cool
thing about Bubbe’s
is that she has a pool.
It’s like…
a big bathtub
with white and turquoise tiles
smooth on the side.
Underwater,
I see one big pair of feet,
my Bubbe’s feet,
touching the bottom,
and a small pair of feet
my sister Lily’s feet,
float-dangling.
I feel the water
push-pulling me
to the surface.
I love swimming at Bubbe’s.

To my warm-hearted, happy, energized sister, Rosa

by Zach, age 9

T

by Luis, age 10

My two-year-old sister
giant Rosa
is at the pink-painted house,
the Arlington-San Luis house.
My sister Rosa
is looking at her tall self
through the pixel-sized mirrors
of the disco ball.
She notices
the light spots created by the hot, bright sun
reflected onto the floor.
Close the blinds, turn off the lights, and start the
music.
Rosa is running
after the disco lights.
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BY MARIANNE BURKHEAD
Marianne spent time in June interviewing
these 4 alumni, 3 of whom she taught.

WHAT HASN’T HE DONE?

Renaissance Man Dmitri Gaskin

GLOBE-TROTTER, GOAT FARMER, DRUPAL
EXPERT, ON HIS WAY TO STANFORD!

Every once in a while, a student who attended Berkwood
Hedge astounds us with his accomplishments beyond
elementary school. One such student is Dmitri Gaskin, Class
of 2007. While a student at Berkwood Hedge, Dmitri’s many
talents were evident in everything that he did. He was an
amazing pianist, a budding composer, a computer
programmer, and an outstanding math student, among other
gifts. When he left us, those amazing abilities continued to
grow and astound his teachers at Crowden School and then
at Berkeley High School. Stanford University will be the next
venue for Dmitri’s excellence.
In a recent conversation, Dmitri spoke of his years at
Berkwood Hedge and beyond. After his graduation from
Berkwood Hedge, Dmitri entered Crowden School to pursue
his passion for music. While there, he was able to complete
his 7th Grade curriculum over the summer months after 6th
Grade, and entered 8th Grade just one year after leaving 5th
Grade. While honing his skills as a musician and composer,
he also became well known as a Drupal aficionado. Drupal is
a free, open-source web development platform with a
passionate community of nearly a million users who
collaborate to develop this software. Dmitri quickly became
so adept with Drupal that he became a celebrity prodigy
within this community and was in demand as a speaker when
he was only 15 years old. He was a keynote speaker at
“DrupalDownUnder,” a convention of Drupal followers in
Melbourne, Australia in 2012, and he presented his work with
Drupal at similar gatherings in Boston, Washington, DC, San
Francisco, and Denver.
While globe hopping for Drupal, Dmitri also found time to help
found a musical group called “Harmonikos.” Harmonikos is
made up of young composers like Dmitri who wish to have

their music performed. The group began with five young
musicians and has grown to eleven composers who play
each other’s music. Most notably, Dmitri composed the score
and Harmonikos performed the music for “The First Seventy,”
a documentary film about the proposed closure of 70 state
parks in California. Somehow, during all of this, Dmitri learned
to play the accordion, which he continues to study and play in
Saul Goodman’s Klezmer Band. The band plays Jewish
music originating in Eastern Europe and performs in the Bay
Area.
Dmitri is also a goat farmer! He tells the story of begging his
parents for goats for more than two years. When they finally
succumbed to his pleading, Dmitri purchased two Dwarf
Nigerian goats. That number is now nine, and Dmitri nurtures
the goats for both milk and meat. The newborn goats have
been frequent visitors to Berkwood Hedge, much to the
delight of the students.
About his years at Berkwood Hedge School, Dmitri says, “I
discovered the freedom to pursue my interests without
pressure to conform. Social justice became more than just a
notion.” While at Berkeley High School, Dmitri was a member
of the Student Court, a student group that determines fair
and humane consequences for students who have done
harm and who seek to repair the relationships they have
damaged.
Dmitri recently graduated from Berkeley High School. During
the college application process, Dmitri was accepted at a
number of well-known schools, including MIT, Brown, UC
Berkeley, UCLA, and UC Davis. He attends Stanford
University, where he will pursue his passions for math and
computer science.
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Joseph Harmon graduated from Berkwood Hedge in 2010 and spent his
middle school years at the North Oakland Charter School. Always a scholar,
Joseph has many interests, including environmental science. In fact, as an
eighth grader Joseph won 4th Place in the California State Science Fair with his
project, Drowning in Acid, and investigation of ocean acidification’s effect on
coral reefs. He designed his project using two salt water tanks, one as a
control, and the other to test the effects of CO2 on coral. He generated the CO2
by using yeast, sugar, and warm water in a special device called a Turbo CO2
Biosystem. Over the course of a month, Joseph tested the pH of each tank and
measured the thickness of the outer shell of the coral growing in each. The
coral exposed to carbon dioxide died and its outer shell thinned, lost its color,
and eventually collapsed. The coral in the control tank flourished. The project
was among the top 3 at NOCS and took both 1st place in Middle School
Biology and the Grand Prize at the Alameda County Science Fair. From there,
he was on to the State Fair in Los Angeles where his project was judged in the
zoology division. Over two days, Joseph made presentations to both the public
and the media, the board of a science museum and other specialists in the
field. He was awarded a medal from the Northrop Grumman Corporation for
his ingenuity. And, of course, the ultimate reward was his 4th place win. Joseph
credits Berkwood Hedge for his inspiration. Environmental Science with Erica
Ryan and his introduction to the Scientific Method in the 4th and 5th grades
were the basis for his love of science. According to Joseph, he “loves the
curiosity and the investigation” of this kind of work. Joseph is a freshman at
Oakland Tech.

John Clark (Kylie WOOD) has come full circle
with Berkwood Hedge School. With a daughter in
the WOOD class, John understands the importance
of an education at Berkwood Hedge. He started
kindergarten with us, left for 1st grade, and returned
to do 2nd through 6th grades before moving on to
middle school. He remembers Jane and Deanne
and a favorite, Joe Petzel. John has many memories
of Berkwood Hedge “back in the day,” but there are
two that he likes to recount, and he gives credit to
Joe Petzel for these lessons. John didn’t understand
the concept of
reciprocals in math
and struggled with
the work that was
expected. Finally, Joe Petzel picked him up by his feet, held him upside
down, and said, “This is the reciprocal of John!” Understanding achieved!
On another occasion, John came to school on Monday morning and
recounted his weekend activities for the class. These included a trip to
Disneyland, New York, and other faraway destinations. At that moment,
Joe taught him about embellishment, honesty, and respect for himself,
setting the tone for John’s life. He believes in the unvarnished truth in all
things, including the business he has built with his partner and best friend
since age 13. John believes in honesty and knows that from that, lifelong
friendships can arise.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE BOOKS!

by Marianne Burkhead
Jasmine Guillory graduated
from Berkwood Hedge in 2006
and, most recently, from St.
Mary’s College High School. In
the middle, she was a student at
Prospect Sierra School. Always
a voracious reader, Jasmine
undertook an ambitious Senior
Project that promoted literacy.

The Prisoner’s Literature Project
provided Jasmine the
opportunity to choose books
for people who are
incarcerated and who need
book recommendation based
on their interests. Jasmine
credits Berkwood Hedge, in
part, for her insatiable love of
reading. Recent and favorite
reads include Crime and
Punishment and Pride and
Prejudice. Her fondest
memories of BH have to do
with math, reading, and, oddly,
learning the 50 states and their
capitals in 5th grade! She also
credits Berkwood Hedge with
her belief in social and
environmental justice. “I cannot
imagine putting paper in the
garbage, thanks to the recycling
focus at Berkwood Hedge,” says
Jasmine. She also feels that
Berkwood Hedge prepared her
well for the academic
challenges of middle and high
school, where she excelled.
Jasmine attends Stanford
University, hoping to study
political science, math, or
history (or, knowing Jasmine,
maybe all three!).

Jasmine with her sister
Charlotte,
also a Berkwood Hedge
Alum!

“I cannot imagine putting paper in the garbage,
thanks to the recycling program
at Berkwood Hedge.”

Jasmine Guillory
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intersectionalities
By AMALIA MESA GUSTIN
It has been over 10 years since I strolled the “big
yard” as a student at Berkwood Hedge. My
journey to UCLA was significantly impacted by my
experience at Berkwood Hedge, and I am forever
thankful for the experiences and ideals set by the
staff and teachers that helped me focus in on my
passion for community-building and for the arts.
I always thought of myself as an artist, but it was
at Berkwood Hedge that I was able to experiment
with and learn about different forms of art; a
space that accepted the inter-sectionalities of
who we are; we were never judged. While in
singing, art, and theater classes, we discovered
new cultures that gave us a better understanding
of the world around us. I have never been in any
space that supported our talents and interests the
way Berkwood Hedge did and still does (as seen
by the many incredible students still coming out
of BHS). I took away a love for arts, because
most other schools lack this important part of
each child’s development.
I developed an appreciation for diversity and
inclusion; I always seek to work with communities
that engage different cultures in their vision. My
friends and family reflect this model, and at UCLA
I continue to be in similar spaces that engage us

more critically and allow us to express ourselves
without the fears of judgment. Berkwood Hedge
helped to develop my passion for social justice as
well, and I founded an organization called SANAA
– Social Awareness Network for Activism through
Art at UCLA, which creates programs on-campus
and in Los Angeles Unified School District to help
bridge art and social justice in a communitybased space.
I will be graduating with a B.A. in Theater and
Berkwood Hedge couldn’t have prepared me
more—every classroom is a safe space, and we
are challenged on our beliefs and taught to think
more critically about the world around us. With
this skill set I was able to thrive in high school and
in college by using inquiry and by understanding
my role in serving my local community. Truly, I am
passionate about life and adventure and learning
and growing. Berkwood Hedge provided the
foundation of my enthusiasm. Even though I was
a late reader, my teachers at Berkwood Hedge
supported me and knew my potential. They
understood that every individual has a different
journey, and to adopt this supportive nature is
unique to Berkwood Hedge. Rather than deeming
me “behind,” teachers focused on my strengths,
and worked with me every day to achieve these
seemingly small goals. Now I am an incredible
reader!

Making BH
proud...
Amalia is
graduating from
UCLA with a BA
un Theatre. While
there, she
founded the
Social Awareness
Network for
Activism Through
Art.
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EVERYONE GAVE...
Betty Albert-Schreck and Joel Schreck ~ Ann Alexander ~ Keysha Alexander ~ Marissa Alvarez and Michael
Rasmussen ~ Evy and Neil Aronson ~ Rosy and Kim Aronson ~ Vera and Felice Balarin ~ Mark Becker ~ Mary
(Chita) Becker ~ Betsy Belding ~ Natasha Bell and Christopher Cherney ~ Rhonda Bennett and Steve Randall ~
Oliver Biddle ~ Gail Bolan and Art Reingold ~ Edy Boone ~ Ondine Boulter and Matt Gibbs ~ Julia BourlandChambers and Larry Chambers ~ Shawinder and Bhagwant Brar ~ Walker Brents ~ Sophia Brooks ~ Kelly
Bulkeley and Hilary Krane ~ Deanne Burke ~ Marianne Burkhead ~ Karen Burks and Marc Toma ~ Beatriz
Calderon-Rivera ~ Jiyun Cameron Lee and Andrew Cameron ~ Sally Cameron ~ Julia Carpenter and Michael
Weiler ~ Grady Carson ~ Carol Carvalho ~ Lisa Carvalho and Dave Mager ~ Deb Christy-Damon and Ryan
Damon ~ Lena and John Cipollone ~ Val Cipollone and Mickey Butts ~ Bonnie and Richard Clarke ~ Chelsea
and John Clarke ~ Nan Collymore Abbas and Remi Abbas ~ Marty Conrad and Kurt Regas ~ Kathy and Ron
Cooper ~ Alena Cowan ~ Sandra and Harold Cramer ~ Jack Crow ~ Kimberley Curtis~ Laura Davis and Andrew
Gruver ~ Laura de la Torre ~ Barbara and Vasu Dev ~ Rhea and Rajan Dev ~ Zappo Dickinson ~ Shelley Doty
and Jodi Alperstein ~ Elisa and Martin Edwards ~ Cara Eisenberg and Rich Entenmen~ Fern and Allan
Eisenberg ~ Susan and Richard Entenmen ~ Erica Etleson and David Melly ~ Kate Farnady and Phil Stevens ~
Kevin Farrell ~ Jay Feldman ~ Amy Ferber ~ Tania Figueroa ~ Eliza Finkelstein and Olivier Larent ~ Sally and
Jonathan Francis ~ Maria Fraser and Samuel Taylor ~ Jane Friedman ~ Caroline and David Fromson ~ Matti
Fromson and Thomas Mayhew ~ Freya and Jacob Fuchs ~ Tamsen Fynn and Eduardo Morell ~ Julia and Brice
Gamble ~ Giuliana Gavilano and Raul Ochoa ~ Marlene and Larry Gilbert ~ Carol and Ron Goodenow ~ Rachel
Goodenow and ~ Obadiah Greenberg ~ Gottesman-Biddle Family Philanthropic Fund ~ Joanne and Matthew
Gouaux ~ Marianna Green and Jason Taylor ~ Sharon Green and Richard Magarian ~ Rose Griffin ~ Phyllis
Gustin ~ Heather Halprin and Connor McDonald ~ Robin Halprin ~ Paci Hammond and Larry Goldman ~
Andrea Hart ~ Aimee and Keith Heinzelman ~ Osmary Henandez ~ Barbara Henderson and Eric Carlson ~ Mary
and Paul Hill ~ Jenny Holland ~ Tracy Hollander and Noah Lebowitz ~ Loxie Hoshino ~ Rebecca Husband and
Tom Meyer ~ Christine and Jean Manuel Izaret ~ Angela Jernigan ~ Billy Karp ~ Wendy and Doug Kaufman ~
Susan Kegeles and Jeffrey Lazarus ~ Keith-Girling Family Fund ~ Maria Carrillo and Gerd Kochendoerfer ~
Abbie Koss ~ Linda Kroll and Dennis Creek ~ Rosalie Lamb and Hugh Globerson ~ Helen and Barry Lebowitz ~
Tom Lent ~ Debbie and Bill Lloyd ~ Vanessa Lowe and Kent Sparling ~ Shelly and Bill Lynch ~ Dibsy Machta
and Edward Lammer ~ Alexis and Scott Magids ~ Jan and Jack Magids ~ Judith Maguire ~ Kelly Martin and
Laura Congdon ~ Martha Martinez ~ Hanan Masri ~ Mary Matambanadzo ~ Christy and Evan McDonald ~ Mari
Mendonca ~ Kalen Meyer ~ Teddy Milder ~ Marti Mogensen ~ Bonniee Mookherjee and Ivan Amodt ~ Sarah
and Don Moore ~ Mo Morris and Paul Steckel ~ Jason Morte ~ Nancy Nash and Lee Tempkin ~ Chalyn
Newman ~ David Newman ~ Ronesha Norwood and Danard Coleman ~ Alison Odell and Julian Smedley ~ Soji
Odugogebe~ Susan Orbach and James Gilbert ~ Kemmeo and Aaron Parr ~ Seema Patel and Josh Deutch ~
Phyllis Peacock and Preston Maring ~ Eleanor Pepples ~ Moira Perez ~ Lynn Perkins ~ Lisa Pious-Milnor and
Stefan Pious ~ Suzanne Popkin and Igor Gasowski ~ Lauren and Tom Purcell ~ Ravi Pursley ~ Julia and
Richard Quint ~ Paula Raskin ~ Jessica Rattner and David Channer ~ Carla and David Riemer ~ Susan
Rimerman and Andrew Ezer ~ Susan Rimerman and Andrew Ezer ~ Beatriz Rivarola ~ Judith and Charles
Roberts ~ Nancy and Charlie Roberts ~ Tiffany Romain and Paul Mueller ~ Kate Rosenfeld and Alita Sharp ~
Jodi Nishimura and James Rossi ~ Niki Rouda ~ Erica Ryan ~ Martha Saavedra and Byron Spicer ~ Claire and
~ Frank Schooley ~ Yael and Ilan Shamir ~ Annie Shen and Steve Zhang ~ Holly Sherrat and Tom Hertenstein ~
Stephanie Sisk and Phill Hilton ~ TJ and Troy Smylie ~ Jamuel Starkey and Jennifer Kirkland ~ Cathy and
Walter Sullivan ~ Connie and Carlos Sumulong ~ The Alice Pack Melly and L. Thomas Melly Foundation ~ The
Israell and Mollie Myers Foundation (Diane Halberg and Josh Langenthal) ~ The Isreal and Mollie Myers
Foundation (Matthew Langenthal) ~ Stephanie Thomas ~ Danica Truchlikova ~ Lynn Tunstall ~ Ronald Vogrin ~
Janet Volkman ~ Carolyn and Rob von Behren ~ Martha Vujovich and James Gibbs ~ Love Weinstock ~
Caroline White and Jay Dillemuth ~ Kristina Whitney and Adam Kremen ~ Betsy Willson ~ Nishi Wise and Greg
White ~ Lara Wright and George Palen ~ Mehari and Yemani Winship ~ Kayoko Yokoyama and Daniel Raskin ~
Katarzyna Zacha and Salathiel Bluitt
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Celebrating 100% Participation
In 2012/2013 We had, for the first time in the history of
Berkwood Hedge School, 100% participation in our
Annual Fund Campaign from Board members, families,
and staff in our annual fund - exceeding our goal and
galvanizing a culture of philanthropy at Berkwood
Hedge. We are sincerely grateful for every gift, no matter
the amount. More importantly, we celebrate your
participation and your commitment to the excellence of
our program and the mission and vision of Berkwood
Hedge School––Thank you for your support––Let’s
reach 100% again this year!

In Memoriam...
After a long fight with melanoma, Marc Toma passed
away in June at his home in Berkeley, surrounded by
his wife, Karen, and two sons, Matthew and Walker,
who are Berkwood Hedge Alums. Marc and his wife,
Karen Burks, were friends of the school and the
architects who designed the Community Room
building, the office and library, the remodel of the lower
four classrooms, and they worked with us on
the design of the North side play yard. Marc touched
all those who came into contact with him and his smile
and warmth remain ever present.
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The 2013 Graduates
Jackson Blazona
Ansel Carson
Tobey Channer
Aasha Dev
Liam Etelson
Ezra Gaskin
Aaron Gilbert
Adam Kaufman
Naomi Kaufman
Ella Langenthal

Elliott Malarkey Becker
Jeffrey Martinez
Zvataida Matambanadzo
Josh Moore
Kemi Odukogbe
Kavi Pious-Milnor
Isabela Plowman
Kaipo Rossi
Joseph Smylie
Cosmo White

And their schools
St. Paul’s Episcopal School
Head Royce School
King Middle School
Julia Morgan School for Girls
Willard Middle School
East Bay School for Boys
The Academy
Family Montessori School
Prospect Sierra School
St. Leo the Great School
Longfellow Middle School
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WORDLE: During the 2012 - 2013 school year, Love met with staff, children, and families.
Each provided three words that describe Berkwood Hedge School.

BERKWOOD HEDGE SCHOOL
1809 BANCROFT WAY
BERKELEY, CA

94703
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